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1.  Chroma Features
2.  Beat Tracking
3.  Matching Cover Songs
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Beyond MFCCs...
• MFCCs have been useful in Audio Music IR
“timbral similarity”
artist ID, segmentation, thumbnailing, singing ...
• Separate tradition of Symbolic MIR
melody matching, chord detection, meter analysis
• It’s time to bring them together
... with robust audio mid-level representations
... that capture tonal (melodic-harmonic) content
= beat-synchronous chroma features
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Let It Be / Nick Cave / verse 1 
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1. Chroma Features
• Chroma features map spectral energy 
into one canonical octave
i.e. 12 semitone bins
• Can resynthesize as “Shepard Tones”




























Piano chromatic scale IF chroma























Shepard tone resynth12 Shepard tone spectra
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Calculating Chroma Features
• Method 1: Map every STFT bin
blurs non-tonal energy
• Method 2: Map only STFT peaks
still blurry at low frequencies
• Method 3: Instantaneous Frequency /t
escapes frequency resolution limit
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2. Beat Tracking (1)
• Goal: One feature vector per ‘beat’ (tatum)
for tempo normalization, efficiency
• “Onset Strength Envelope”
sumf(max(0, difft(log |X(t, f)|)))
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Beat Tracking (2)
• Dynamic Programming finds beat times {ti}
optimizes i O(ti) +  i W((ti+1 – ti – p)/)
where O(t) is onset strength envelope (local score)
W(t) is a log-Gaussian window (transition cost)
p is the default beat period per measured tempo
incrementally find best predecessor at every time
backtrace from largest final score to get beats
6
C*(t) = γ O(t) + (1–γ)max{W((τ – τp)/β)C*(τ)}
τ
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Beat Tracking Results
• DP will bridge gaps (non-causal)
there is always a best path ...
• 2nd place in MIREX 2006 Beat Tracking





























test 2 (Bragg) - McKinney + Moelants Subject data
















Alanis Morissette - All I Want - gap + beats
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Beat-Synchronous Chroma Features
• Beat + chroma features / 30ms frames
→ average chroma within each beat
compact; sufficient?
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3. Cover Song Detection
• “Cover Songs” = reinterpretation of a piece
different instrumentation, character
no match with “timbral” features
• Need a different representation!
beat-synchronous chroma features
9
Let It Be - The Beatles Let It Be - Nick Cave








Let It Be / Beatles / verse 1




























Let It Be / Nick Cave / verse 1 
2 4 6 8 10
Beat-sync chroma features
5 10 15 20 25 beats
Beat-sync chroma features
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Matching (1): Little Fragments
• Cover versions may change song structure
multiple local matches at different alignments
• Match query and target as many small pieces?
10
how big are the 
pieces?
how do we 
combine individual 
scores?
do we have all day?
100 200 300 400 500 beats
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Matching (2): Global Correlation
• Cross-correlate entire beat-chroma matrices
... at all possible transpositions
implicit combination of match quality and duration
• One good matching fragment is sufficient...?
11
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Elliott Smith - Between the Bars
Glen Phillips - Between the Bars
Cross-correlation
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Filtered Cross-Correlation
• Raw correlation not as important as precise 
local match
looking for large contrast at ±1 beat skew
i.e. high-pass filter
12























Cross-correlation @ skew = +2 semitones
raw
filtered
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Results (1): Ellis 23 set
• 23 pairs of cover songs from uspop2002 +...































Cover Songs - dpwe23 - 12/23 correct
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Results (2): MIREX 06
• Cover song contest
30 songs x 11 
versions of each (!)
(data has not been 
disclosed)
# true covers in top 10
8 systems compared 







MIREX 06 Cover Song Results:
# Covers retrieved per song per system
CS DE KL1 KL2 KWL KWT LR TP
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Where are the matches?
• Look inside global cross-correlation to find 
matching fragments...
xcorr = t f (C1(t, f)⋅C2(t, f)) - view along time
15
Let It Be / Beatles (beats 11-441)
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Let It Be / Nick Cave (beats 13-443)
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What are the mistakes?
• False reject - missed true match
cover version is too different, beat tracking wrong ...
• False alarm - invalid match
“Cocaine” (Clapton) vs. “Satisfaction” (Stones) 
16
Eric Clapton - Cocaine - beats 17:1027
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Rolling Stones - Satisfaction - beats 1:1011
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4. Artist Identification (AID)
• Baseline system: “Bag of (timbral) frames”
MFCC frames, model as Gaussian or GMM
distance by likelihood or KL
• Dataset: [Mandel et al. 2006]
18 artists x 5 or 6 albums each
18x3 albums for training, 18x2 for test, 10x1 dev
17
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Beat Chroma Features for AID?
• Artists may use tonality in particular ways...
density, variety
particular chords
(influence of instruments on chroma features)
• Try bag-of-frames on beat-chroma rep’n
use several consecutive beats?
key-normalization of each piece?
18
Northern Lad (1998) @ 1:35 (tatum=238 BPM)







Cars and Guitars (2005) @ 1:05 (tatum=333 BPM)
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Aligned Global model
Taxman Eleanor Rigby I'm Only Sleeping
She Said She Said Good Day Sunshine And Your Bird Can Sing
































































• Could try matching at all possible rotations..
• .. or just transpose every piece initially
single Gaussian 
model of one piece
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Timbre+Chroma AID
• Preliminary Mandel18 Artist ID accuracy:
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3 KEY NORMALIZATION
When applied, our key normalization operated by fitting a
single, full-covariance Gaussian to the chroma features to
the first track for a given training class. Then the like-
lihood of each subsequent track in the training class is
evaluated at all 12 possible chroma rotations; the rotation
giving the greatest likelihood is retained, and a new sin-
gle Gaussian model is fit to all the training tracks rotated
by these indices. Best chroma rotations are calculated for
this model, and the entire process iterates until no changes
occur. In testing, the test track is also rotated to match the
same single Gaussian model prior to evaluating its likeli-
hood under the full trained model (which is usually larger,
involving concatenated time frames and/or multiple Gaus-
sian components).
4 DATA
Following [3], we use the 18-artist subset of the “uspop2002”
dataset for which at least five albums were available, and
also use the same division of three albums per artist as-
signed to training, two for testing, and an additional album
for nine of the artists available as a tuning set.
5 EXPERIMENTS
For both MFCC and beat-chroma features, we experimented
with varying the number of frames used to train and test
the models, and the number of Gaussians used to model
the distributions. For the MFCCs, we also investigated
the effect of varying the range of coefficients used, vary-
ing the highest coefficient up to 19, and including or ex-
cluding the zero’th coefficient (average level). For the
beat-chroma features, we experimented with varying the
number of temporally-adjacent frames modeled simulta-
neously from 1 to 4, and with using the key normalization
front-end.
The results are summarized in table 1. The test set con-
sists of 451 items from the 18 classes, so a random base-
line accuracy is 5.6% and based on a one-tailed Bernoulli
model we estimate a threshold for statistical significance
of around 5% in these values. We notice that MFCCs
are intrinsically more useful than chroma features (as ex-
pected), that Gaussian mixture models are preferable for
the chroma features (which we might expect to be multi-
modal) but not for MFCCs, that key normalization seems
to give a slight improvement, but concatenating multiple
beats into a single feature vector does not. Fusing the best
MFCC and Chroma systems (shown in bold in the table)
based on a weighted sum of separate model likelihoods
tuned to the tuning set, we see a 4% absolute improve-
ment in accuracy which is almost statistically significant.
6 CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that the simple approach of modeling the
distribution of per-beat chroma vectors very much as cep-
Feature Model T win Acc Exec. time
MFCC20 FullCov 1 48% 212 s
MFCC20 64 GMM 1 33% 1952 s
Chroma FullCov 1 15% 46 s
Chroma FullCov 4 14% 117 s
Chroma 64GMM 1 24% 850 s
Chroma 64GMM 4 15% 2242 s
ChromaKN FullCov 1 17% 110 s
ChromaKN FullCov 4 14% 258 s
ChromaKN 64GMM 1 25% 2533 s
ChromaKN 64GMM 4 16% 5803 s
MFCC + Chroma fusion 52%
Table 1. Artist identification results for various con-
figurations. “T win” is the size of temporal context
window. “FullCov” designates single, full-covariance
Gaussian models. “ChromaKN” refers to per-track key-
normalized chroma data.
stral vectors have been modeled in the past is a viable ap-
proach for artist identification. Rotating the chroma vec-
tors in order to transpose all pieces to a common tonal
framework seems mildly helpful.
Our future plans are to pursue this idea of modeling
small fragments of beat-chroma representation to identify
the most distinctive and discriminative fragments charac-
teristic of each composer/artist.
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Artist Fragments
• Idea: Find the most discriminant
beat-chroma fragments per artist
k-means cluster 16 beat fragments within piece
keep fragments largest ratio
(avg. similarity to same artist)/(avg. sim. to others)
classify test pieces by ID of best-scoring fragment
21
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Artist Fragment Results
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•  need to search 
    more fragments
•  way to choose phrase
    beginnings?
•  a basis set for all 
    tonal content?
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Conclusions and Future Work
• Beat-synchronous chroma features 
are successful for matching cover songs
captures melody-harmony, not instruments
• Further uses:
Beat-chroma fragments 
as musical building blocks
e.g. VQ over large body of music
find recurrent motifs
artist identification?
• Code available! 
Google “matlab chroma features”
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